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We suggest that the concept of the point-spread function traditionally used to predict the blurred image
pattern of various light sources embedded inside turbid media can be generalized under certain conditions to
predict also the presence and location of spatially localized absorbing inhomogeneities based on shadow
point-spread functions associated with each localized absorber in the medium. The combined image obtained
from several absorbers can then be decomposed approximately into the arithmetic sums of these individual
shadow point-spread functions with suitable weights that can be obtained from multiple-regression analysis.
This technique permits the reconstruction of the location of absorbers.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The interaction of electromagnetic radiation with highly
scattering materials 1,2 is of interest in a wide variety of
research areas including astrophysics, nuclear physics, and
medicine. In medicine the goal is to use the scattered light to
obtain some information about the optical properties inside
the medium 3. The Boltzmann equation is often used to
model how a laser field propagates through the medium. It
requires information about the scattering phase function and
the spatially dependent absorption and scattering coeffi-
cients. As this equation is linear in irradiance, formal solu-
tions to the forward problem can be given in terms of
Green’s functions. Among the popular models to approxi-
mate the forward solution is the diffusion kernel, which can
be given analytically for simplified geometries 4. For in-
verse problems 5, the space-dependent scattering coeffi-
cient is typically linearized in the corresponding propagation
kernel 6–8. Based on this linearization, inverse techniques
can be applied to find the scattering coefficient as a function
of the properties of the scattered light 9.
In this paper we will explore the question under which
conditions the solution to the nonlinear propagation kernel of
the forward problem can be decomposed into a finite set of
linear superpositions of special forward solutions that are
associated with a set of simpler spatial structures such as
localized reflectors or absorbers that are embedded in the
medium. For example, the measured scattered light called
the image here from several light sources inside the medium
is identical to the arithmetic sum of the individual images
associated with each light source 10–12. Due to the non-
linear dependence of the image on the scattering and absorp-
tion coefficients, it is not clear, however, if a similar decom-
position can be accomplished for those objects inside the
medium that modify the light. If such decomposition is pos-
sible, then the task of reconstructing complicated objects can
become possible based on the knowledge of a set of basis
states. These necessary basis states associated with simpler
inhomogeneities can be obtained by direct measurements or
by computations.
The basic idea to deconvolute a nonlinear integration ker-
nel using a linear superposition of given basis states with
unknown weights is not new. For example, in observational
astronomy the images of galaxies were decomposed into lin-
ear superpositions of localized functions with different
shapes, called shapelets 13 in order to classify the types of
galaxies. Shapelets are also used as a method to decompress
images and in applications in optical coherence tomography
14.
The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we will use
a simple forward model to show under which conditions the
brightness pattern associated with several absorbers can be
linearly decomposed into the sum of patterns associated with
only a single absorber, each. In Sec. III, we will examine the
completeness relationship experimentally by detecting the
brightness pattern scattered off a tank filled with a milk-
water solution and various absorbers. We will conclude with
an outlook on new challenges for future work.
II. MODEL AND RESULTS
A. Analytical model: A two-absorber system
The interaction of an electromagnetic field with a turbid
medium is usually described by the radiative transfer Bolt-
zmann equation 1,2. for which the light distribution is
modeled by the position r- and velocity -dependent irradi-
ance Ir ,. The physical origin of the light is modeled by a
source term that is added to this equation. As a consequence
of this formalism, the solutions are linear in the source terms,
in other words, the resulting solution for two light sources is
identical to the arithmetic sum of the solutions associated
with only one source, I1&2r ,= I1r ,+ I2r ,.
This principle of linearity with respect to the sources,
however, does not automatically guarantee that a unique de-
composition of the image into the underlying images associ-
ated with each source term is always possible. Often, only a
partial or averaged information of Ir , can be obtained
experimentally—e.g., a position-dependent brightness Br
/d Ir ,, where the spatial region of r is finite and
typically outside the medium. In this case, Br could pro-
vide insufficient information for a unique decomposition. For
example, two highly directional light sources emitting along
the same optical axis lead in vacuum to nearly identical
brightness patterns independently of their distance from the
detector, B1rB2r. A unique decomposition of the two-
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source brightness signal into B1r and B2r is not possible.
If, however, the sources are embedded in a turbid medium,
the brightness patterns will be different permitting a unique
decomposition into the underlying single-source patterns.
The central question we try to address in this work is
whether a similar decomposition-based imaging approach
can be generalized to identify also light distribution modify-
ing objects such as spatially localized absorbers, reflectors,
or combinations of both. As the scattering and absorption
coefficients sr and ar enter the Boltzmann equation as
multiplicative factors to Ir ,, the resulting forward solu-
tion is nonlinear in these optical coefficients. As a result, one
might incorrectly expect that the resulting brightness pat-
terns cannot be used to reconstruct the location of the
objects.
To answer this fundamental question, let us examine the
simplest possible model system. We assume a light field with
brightness along the transverse direction given by
Bx=0, y , z=1 enters from the right side of a turbid me-
dium at z=1. The scattering medium is located between 0
z1 and is infinitely extended along the other two direc-
tions x and y. Let us assume we place two perfect absorbers
at position 0, 0 , z=0 and a second one at 0, 0 , z=1.
The transmitted light is detected at the left side of the me-
dium at z=0, directly behind the location of the first ab-
sorber. In vacuum, each of the absorbers would create an
identical shadow pattern. If the medium is turbid, however,
we will show below, that—similarly to the linearity of the
brightness patterns for the light sources—also the resulting
shadow pattern 15 of both absorbers can be related to the
two individual shadow patterns associated with each single
absorber.
The resulting relationship for absorbers is only slightly
more complicated than for the light sources. Let us first
define the shadow functions
Sijy  B00x = 0,y,z = 0 − Bijx = 0,y,z = 0 , 2.1
where the subscripts i , j=0,1 reflect the presence 1 or ab-
sence 0 of an absorber at locations z1 and z2. For example,
B01y denotes the brightness pattern caused by no absorber
at location z1 and one absorber at location z2. The shadow
function Sijy is therefore a direct measure of the spatial
distribution of the blocked light. If both absorbers were
placed not behind each other on the z axis, but at different
transverse locations y such that the resulting shadow patterns
S10y and S01y would not spatially overlap, we would ex-
pect full linearity to hold: S11y=S10y+S01y. The inter-
esting question now is if a generalized principle of linearity
can be applied if the absorber closer to the light source
at z=1 can block the incoming light for the other absorber
at z=0, resulting in a spatially overlapping shadow pattern.
Is it then possible to find two shadow strength parameters 1
and 2, such that we have
S11y = 1S10y + 2S01y? 2.2
Or is the resulting shadow pattern of two absorbers S11y
functionally so different from S10y and S01y such that
other functions are required for a complete decomposition?
In order to examine this question theoretically, one would
have to solve the Boltzmann equations for configurations
with zero, one, and two absorbers. In order to obtain a faster
and partially analytical answer, we have to model the forma-
tion of the shadow. Let us neglect the direction of the light
and assume that the brightness of the detected light is simply
related to the brightness of the light before it enters the me-
dium at z=1 independently of the propagation direction, de-
noted by Ly ,z=1. This brightness function can then be
mapped onto the function Ly ,z=0 identical to By by the
consecutive action of the scattering and absorption operators
Ms and Ma. The two operators are defined in this model as
MsLy   dyhsy − yLy , 2.3a
MaLy  hayLy . 2.3b
In the numerical example below, we use hsy
2ms
2−1/2exp−y2 / 2ms
2 and hay1−ma exp
−y−22 / 2Da2	. The parameter ms in the kernel for the
convolution in Eq. 2.3a is related to the usual scattering
coefficient s of the Boltzmann equation, but its units are
that of length. It is proportional to the transverse spatial
region into which a narrow incoming beam is scattered
into. The limiting case of vacuum would be modeled by
ms=0, making Ms the identity operator. The parameter Da
reflects the transverse spatial extension of the absorber
that we place arbitrarily at location y=2, and ma is a mea-
sure of the opacity due to absorption. Note that the action
of Ma amounts to “burning” a Gaussian-shaped hole
shadow in the brightness pattern Ly.
Depending on the presence and location of the absorbers,
we can now obtain three different shadow functions
S10y  Ms − MaMsLy , 2.4a
S01y  Ms − MsMaLy , 2.4b
S11y  Ms − MaMsMaLy . 2.4c
Using these special model solutions, we can now return to
Eq. 2.2 and address the question of completeness, in other
words, can the two-absorber shadow S11y be expressed as a
linear combination of the two single-absorber shadows S10y
and S01y?
In Fig. 1a we illustrate an example for the two shadow
functions S10y and S01y for ms=0.3, Da=0.1, and ma
=1.0. We also include as the dashed line the input brightness
function Ly=exp−y−22 / 22 where  is related to the
transverse spatial width of the incoming Gaussian light field.
One could incorrectly expect that the redistribution of
light due to ms would narrow the shadow, as light can scatter
into the darker regions and effectively fill up the shadow
with light. The graphs, however, show that S01y is much
wider compared to S10y, suggesting that a shadow actually
widens due to the scattering. This widening is a consequence
of the conservation of energy. In order to fill up a shadow
region, the photons have to leave another region, which be-
comes darker as a result of this process.
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In Fig. 1b, we compare the two-absorber shadow pattern
S11y with a superposition of S01y and S01y shown by the
dashed line. The agreement is superb. Here we just chose
1=1−S01y=2 and 2=S11y=2 as expansion coefficients.
In this example it turns out that 1=0.683 90 and 2
=0.997 30. This particular choice matches S11y and
1S10y+2S01y perfectly for y=2. This follows directly
from the fact that B10y and B11y vanish at y=2 due to the
leftmost action of the operator Ma associated with the perfect
absorbers at y=0. In the experimental section where we ana-
lyze more absorbers we will use a multiple-regression tech-
nique to find the best possible superposition.
We see that despite the significant spatial overlap of
S10y and S01y, the superposition of the two states seems
to describe S11y quite accurately. We note that even though
both absorbers are fully present to determine S11y, the ef-
fective weight for the state S10y given by 1 is much less
than unity. This is related to the blockage of light associated
with the second absorber at z=1. In order to create effec-
tively a shadow, an absorber would require a sufficient
amount of light.
Let us now examine more quantitatively under which con-
ditions of ms, ma, Da, and  the states S10y and S01y can
form a complete basis for S11y. A direct measure of the
degree of completeness could be the difference between
S11y and the best-fit superposition of S10y and S01y:
y  S11y − 1 − S012S10y + S112S01y	 ,
2.5
which due to the particular choice of weights 1 and 2 ful-
fills automatically y=2=0. In order to have a single num-
ber as a measure for completeness, one could define
Ems ,ma as the relative error. In order to have a single pa-
rameter, the ratio of areas of y and the shadow S11y
would lead to
Ems,ma   dy y/ dy S11y . 2.6
This parameter is zero if the two basis states are complete
and the state S11y can be expressed as a superposition.
In the top of Fig. 2, we graph this error as a measure of
the degree of completeness as a function of the scattering
strength ms for several absorbers for an incoming field of
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FIG. 1. a The shadow functions S10y and S01y, for ms
=0.3, ma=1, and Da=0.1 together with the brightness function of
the incoming light, Ly=1 dashed line corresponding to =. b
The shadow pattern obtained from two absorbers S11y together
with a best-fit superposition of S10y and S01y shown by the
dashed line.
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FIG. 2. The error Ems ,ma defined in Eq. 2.6 as a function of
ms for five strengths of the absorber ma, Da=0.1, and the incoming
beam width = top and =0.5 bottom.
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width =. For the strongest absorber ma=1.0 the error
decreases with increasing scattering strength. For not so
strong absorbers ma0.6 the method seems to work not so
well as the error stays above 18%.
In the vacuum limit ms=0 the difference function re-
duces to y=hay1−hayLy. It turns out that the
maximum value of hay1−hay for any function hay
ranging from 0 to 1 is given by 1/4, leading to an upper
estimate for y. In order to maximize the completeness one
should use an absorber function that fulfills hay2=hay,
requiring hay to be the product of two unit-step
functions hay=1−y−2+Da /22+Da /2−y, where
y1+ 
y
 /y /2.
In order to check the universality of our findings, we
graph in the bottom of Fig. 2 the error for an incoming field
with a finite transverse width =0.5. In contrast to the broad
illumination, the errors decrease only for 0ms0.2 and
then rise as we increase the scattering, suggesting that the
technique might work better for a relatively broader input
light.
If the incoming beam is narrower than the absorber, 
Da, then the second absorber at z=1 blocks out the entire
light, leading to a vanishing S01y and S11y, whereas the
light could spread first before the absorber at z=0 would
burn a hole into the widened distribution, leading to a non-
vanishing S10y for 
y−2
	Da.
In summary, we have shown that even in regimes of spa-
tially overlapping shadow regions, the shadow created by
two absorbers can be decomposed into the underlying single-
absorber shadows. These two states form a complete nonor-
thogonal basis for wide incoming beams and highly scatter-
ing systems.
B. Numerical results for the four-absorber system
Let us now generalize the obtained analytical results to a
slightly more complicated system of at most four rods that
are placed along the z axis at locations z1=0, z2=1 /3, z3
=2 /3, and z4=1. The four calibration shadow patterns are
denoted by S1000y, S0100y, S0010y, and S0001y, where
we have generalized the notation introduced above. For ex-
ample, the shadow function S1010y is obtained by two ab-
sorbers at locations z1 and z3 and its spatial form is obtained
by the consecutive operation of the scattering and absorption
operators, S1010y= MsMsMs−MaMsMsMaMsLy.
For short we denote the four “basis” states by Vny, with
n=1,4. A typical question would be whether the two-
absorber shadow function S1010y can be expressed as a lin-
ear superposition of the nonorthogonal calibration states
S1000y and S0010y only or whether the space spanned only
by these two vectors is incomplete to represent S1010y and
other calibration states such as S1000y and S0001y or even
other functions are required as well. The decomposition was
done by using the standard 
2 linear least-squares fitting ap-
proach 16,

2n	   dySijkly − 
n=1
4
nVny2/wy2. 2.7
The arbitrary function wy can be used to give certain spa-
tial regions in y more weight. For simplicity, we chose
wy=1. The resulting four linear equations for the weights
n can be obtained from the four conditions 
2 /n=0. The
four weights n are obtained by a simple matrix inversion.
In Figs. 3a and 3b, we graph the four shadow functions
for a weaker ms=0.1 and stronger ms=1 scattering me-
dium. For simplicity, we used a constant incoming light front
Ly=1. For small ms, the light cannot redistribute itself be-
hind each absorber and the four shadow functions are similar
to each other. The shadows for ms=1, however, show a sig-
nificant spread. The larger the degree of scattering ms, the
more similar are S0010y and S0001y.
A system with a maximum of four absorbers can have 11
different ways to be arranged in addition to the four single-
absorber configurations that are used as calibration states. In
Table I we have summarize the corresponding weight factors
n and in parentheses 0 or 1 we indicate the presence or
absence of an absorber. The weights for the weaker scatter-
ing medium do not suggest a direct relationship to the actual
presence or absence of absorbers. Many modes require nega-
tive weights with absolute values larger than unity in order to
approximate the image obtained from multiple absorbers.
For example, the two-absorber shadow S1100y first row of
Table Ia requires 3=−3.49 and 4=1.496, even though
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FIG. 3. The four shadow functions S1000y, S0100y, S0010y,
and S0001y for absorption strength ma=1, absorber diameter Da
=0.1, and incoming light width =. The corresponding weight
factors of these four modes are displayed in Table Ia and Table
Ib for 11 arrangements of absorbers. a Scattering strength ms
=0.1 and b scattering strength ms=1.0.
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there were no absorbers at z3 and z4 in this particular case.
The situation improves drastically as we increase the scat-
tering strengths ms. Modes that are characterized by an ab-
sorber that is not present in the multiple-absorber image have
nearly vanishing weights. For example, our two-absorber
shadow S1100y requires 3=−0.006 and 4=0.004, which is
a significant improvement over the corresponding weights
for ms=0.1. We also note that in the case of S1111 the weights
increase now monotonically from left to right. In the limit
of very large scattering, ms→, all weights n approach 1 if
the corresponding absorber is present in the superposition.
We have also repeated the simulation for absorbers that
were 10 times narrower than in used in Table Ia, with Da
=0.01. The results were 4=1.00±0.002 for an existing ab-
sorber at z4 and 4=0.0±0.002 for one that was absent. This
suggests that the narrower the absorbers, the better the
method works.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
While the system becomes quasilinear and therefore in-
vertible for the theoretical model system discussed above,
the technical usefulness of the proposed scheme needs to be
examined also experimentally.
The experimental setup is sketched in Fig. 4. We have
illuminated a 12-liter glass tank 30.3 cm16.3 cm
25 cm with a 661-nm diode laser with a power of 80 mW
and input beam diameter of about 1 mm. At locations z
=1.8, 4.1, 6.4, and 8.7 cm from the inner exit surface of the
tank, we have placed cylinders as absorbers. These plastic
rods have a diameter of 0.95 cm and a length of 20.3 cm. As
a scattering medium, we used a 2% milk-water mixture with
various concentrations. A 3.2-mm-diameter optical fiber
bundle connected to a broad-area detector NewFocus 2031
scanned the scattered light in 221 steps along the y direction,
parallel to the exit wall of the tank. The spatial dependence
of the brightness was recorded with the LABVIEW software,
which also controlled our stepper motors to move the detec-
tion fiber.
In a separate work 17–19, we described how one can
use measurements of the light distribution inside the medium
along the optical axis to determine reliably the scattering and
absorption coefficients as well as the anisotropy factor g. For
the HeNe laser 17 the empirical formula s=
310 cm−1 approximates the scattering coefficient, where 
denotes the concentration of 2% milk in the water. For the
data presented in Fig. 5 we chose =100 ml milk/9.2 l wa-
ter, suggesting a scattering coefficient of about s
=3.3 cm−1, leading to an inverse scattering length of about
0.3 cm and with g=0.93 to a reduced scattering length of
s
−1
=4.2 cm. In other words, rod spacings of either 2.3
TABLE I. The weight factors 1, 2, 3, and 4 associated with
the shadow calibration states S1000, S0100, S0010, and S0001, respec-
tively, for 11 different absorber combinations. The presence or ab-
sence of an absorber is indicated by the number in parentheses. For
example, the image decomposed in the last row contains all four
absorbers. a Theoretical data: scattering strength ms=0.1, absorp-
tion strength ma=1, absorber diameter Da=0.1, incoming light
width =. Model data for weak scattering of Fig. 3a. b Theo-
retical data: scattering strength ms=1.0, absorption strength ma=1,
absorber diameter Da=0.1, incoming light width =. Model data
for large scattering of Fig. 3b. c Experimental data for the four-
rod system described in Sec. III. Experimental data of Fig. 5.
1 2 3 4
a
−0.484 1 3.907 1 −3.490 0 1.496 0
−0.021 1 1.599 0 −0.867 1 0.791 0
0.206 1 1.037 0 −1.188 0 1.500 1
−0.051 0 0.200 1 1.420 1 −0.147 0
−0.028 0 0.346 1 0.274 0 0.907 1
0.007 0 −0.128 0 0.462 1 1.082 1
−0.537 1 2.529 1 −1.289 1 0.999 0
−0.464 1 2.530 1 −2.271 0 1.985 1
−0.153 1 1.407 0 −1.298 1 1.823 1
−0.034 0 −0.081 1 0.870 1 0.944 1
−0.455 1 1.806 1 −1.283 1 1.847 1
b
0.901 1 1.003 1 −0.006 0 0.004 0
0.930 1 0.001 0 0.998 1 0.001 0
0.942 1 0.001 0 −0.001 0 1.001 1
0.000 0 0.901 1 1.000 1 0.000 0
0.000 0 0.930 1 0.000 0 1.000 1
0.000 0 0.000 0 0.901 1 1.000 1
0.840 1 0.905 1 0.992 1 0.005 0
0.850 1 0.933 1 −0.007 0 1.004 1
0.879 1 0.002 0 0.898 1 1.002 1
0.000 0 0.840 1 0.901 1 1.000 1
0.795 1 0.844 1 0.893 1 1.005 1
c
0.613 1 1.113 1 −0.081 0 0.035 0
0.757 1 0.182 0 0.736 1 0.116 0
0.790 1 0.034 0 0.059 0 0.949 1
−0.040 0 0.798 1 0.777 1 0.121 0
−0.019 0 0.818 1 −0.028 0 1.022 1
−0.025 0 0.131 0 0.287 1 1.206 1
0.571 1 0.615 1 1.094 1 0.011 0
0.582 1 0.556 1 0.427 0 0.836 1
0.683 1 0.046 0 0.532 1 1.049 1
−0.015 0 0.458 1 0.662 1 1.090 1
0.480 1 0.509 1 0.594 1 1.155 1
FIG. 4. Color online A sketch of the experimental setup with
four rods embedded into the tank.
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cm, 4.6 cm, or 6.9 cm are much larger than the inverse scat-
tering length in this case.
In order to improve the accuracy, the data were averaged
over two independent runs. In Fig. 5a we show the four
brightness patterns obtained with a single absorber as well as
the pattern without any absorber for each of the two runs.
The two data sets with the largest hole B1000 correspond to
the arrangement where the absorber is closest to the detector,
whereas the shadow effect of the rod closest to the laser
source B0001 is almost completely blurred out due to the
scattering.
Similarly as in the discussion on the previous section, we
have measured the brightness distribution for 11 different
arrangements of the rods. The resulting weights obtained
from the averages over two runs are shown in Table Ic. The
data clearly suggest that, in principle, a reconstruction of the
absorber locations is possible. The only exception is the third
weight 3=0.427 from the shadow pattern for S1101, which
is relatively large for a nonexisting absorber. In all other
cases the brightness patterns allow an unambiguous recovery
of the presence and location of the absorbing rods.
In Fig. 5b we show the corresponding four shadow cali-
bration states. In order to illustrate the ability of this tech-
nique to resolve the absorbers, we graph in Fig. 5b also the
two-rod shadow pattern S0101 together with the three-rod pat-
tern S0111. These two differ only by the third absorber. The
third position is embedded between the fourth and second
absorbers, so the question about the ability of the scheme to
resolve the presence or absence of this absorber needs to be
addressed. This is nontrivial as this region is in the direct
shadow of the fourth absorber and its effect on the final
brightness distribution might be screened off by the second
absorber.
The corresponding shadow patterns shown by the bold
graphs are very similar and almost seem to be proportional to
each other. If they had the same shape, the decomposition
algorithm would not be able to distinguish between the two
curves. However, the two curves do not have exactly the
same shape and the resulting decomposition predicts with
3=0.662 tenth row the presence of the third absorber cor-
rectly for S0111 and the weight 3=−0.028 fifth row sug-
gests correctly the absence of a rod on the third location for
S0101. These first experimental results are encouraging as the
technique seems to be suitable to distinguish whether there
are absorbers at each location.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In this paper we have suggested theoretically and also
experimentally that under suitable conditions the principle of
superposition can be extended to apply also to reconstruct
the location of spatially localized absorbers. The purpose of
this paper is just to provide a proof-of-principle and obvi-
ously many more questions need to be addressed to establish
any practical feasibility of this technique for imaging in tur-
bid media.
The present study used a well-defined fixed grid of pos-
sible locations for the rods. In a typical situation, the precise
locations of the arrangement of absorbers to be identified are
not necessarily known a priori and a much larger set of
calibration states has to be employed. If an actual absorber is
placed in between the grid positions for which the calibration
states are known, are the resulting weights equally distrib-
uted among those two direct neighbors? Or do we require the
weight of other basis states associated with rods being even
farther away? The latter scenario would be similar to the
leakage phenomenon 20 that occurs in numerical Fourier
transformations if the actual frequency in a signal is not rep-
resented on a discrete frequency grid. In cases for which
many single-rod calibration data are necessary to provide a
sufficient spatial resolution, the required shadow function
might be obtained by nonlinear extrapolations based on a
smaller number of measured data. On the other hand, if the
calibration data become linearly dependent of each other, a
possible multiple-regression analysis might become unreli-
able as the inversion of a singular matrix would be required.
Our theoretical analysis has suggested that the technique
becomes more accurate for systems that have large scattering
coefficients. At the same time we observed that the corre-
sponding shadow functions become more similar to each
other and even blurred 21–23, which could jeopardize an
unambiguous inversion. Furthermore, if the experimentally
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FIG. 5. a Experimental brightness functions B0000y, B1000y,
B0100y, B0010y, and B0001y for two sets of data. b Four ex-
perimental shadow calibration functions together with the two- and
three-absorber shadows S0101y and S0111y. The corresponding
weights for this superposition can be found in Table Ic. The scat-
tering medium was a mixture of 100 ml of 2% milk with 9.2 l of
water.
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unavoidable level of noise exceeds the difference between
the shadow patterns of two neighboring rods, a unique as-
signment of the weights will no longer be possible. More
systematic theoretical studies that include additive and also
multiplicative noise need to be performed to examine the
robustness of the technique.
The present experimental data used partially reflecting
rods as absorbers. Theoretically we only examined absorbers
as light modifying objects whose location was to be recov-
ered. The quality of the inversion data suggests that the same
technique might also work for nonabsorbing but highly scat-
tering objects. Again, a similar theoretical analysis based on
the consecutive application of various operators as we dis-
cussed in Sec. II could be employed in which the object
would be described as a localized scatterer. In a recent work
we have studied the invertibility of these transfer-matrix-like
approaches to recover the position dependence of the scatter-
ing coefficient 24 and similar approaches could be
examined.
The overall goal is to use the determined weights to de-
duce the position of the hidden objects. As we have seen, for
absorbers whose illumination is partially blocked by other
absorbers that are closer to the light source, the correspond-
ing weights can be small and it might be difficult to distin-
guish these weights from those associated with no absorber.
One could think of possible iterative schemes that can de-
duce the true presence of an absorber from the data. For
instance, we have seen that those absorbers that are closest to
the source are easiest to identify, as their weight factors are
ideally equal to unity. In contrast to a rod that is not blocked
by another absorber and should have an appreciable weight,
the weight of a second blocked absorber cannot be ex-
pected to be that large. An algorithm can take these facts into
account and modify correspondingly the threshold values to
determine the existence of a possible rod for the weights.
As discussed above, the theoretical downstream model
was purposely oversimplified to provide some qualitative
features of the scheme and the scaling of the reliability with
various parameters. For example, the precise functional form
of the scattering kernel that we chose Gaussian can be modi-
fied to better represent a diffusive system.
In order to reduce the number of measurements of bright-
ness patterns for given absorbers, the calibration data could
be obtained from Monte Carlo simulations; however, in this
case a better understanding of the scattering properties of the
background medium would be required a priori.
We should finish this paper with a comment about the
relationship of the nonlinear decomposition-based method
discussed here and linear methods that were used in the mid-
1990s in diffusive imaging 25,26 to reconstruct directly the
spatially dependent part of the scattering and absorption co-
efficients sr and ar. The early pioneering works
used the diffusion approximation as the forward model and
the Born approximation for the inverse problem. This ap-
proximation requires that the intensity associated entirely
with the scattering of the heterogeneity be much smaller than
the background light in the absence of the hidden object. As
a result, the corresponding term in the integral form of the
diffusion equation can be omitted and the scattered light be-
comes linear in the spatially dependent part of the scattering
and absorption coefficients sr and ar. Based on the
measured light distribution relative to the background, a
Fredholm integral equation of the first kind needs to be in-
verted. To obtain the required exact inversion, sometimes
sophisticated iterative inversion techniques are necessary. A
different approach—fluorescence tomography—is also based
on the Born approximation and has recently been shown to
lead to in vivo imaging of mice with remarkable resolution
27–30.
There are differences between the Born approximation
and the nonlinear decomposition-based technique; e.g., the
scaling of the practical limits of the schemes are different,
and in fact, they are opposite to each other. While the Born-
approximation method works best if the contrast between the
object’s optical scattering properties and that of the back-
ground medium is small, permitting a linear response, the
nonlinear decomposition method requires a large contrast.
The emphasis of the present work is to explore the region
where absorbers block each other such that the resulting scat-
tered light is no longer linear and the Born approximation
fails. On the other hand, the method is presently based on
prior knowledge of the images associated with single absorb-
ers in the medium. This requirement could make this ap-
proach less practical for situations in which these a priori
calibration measurements are difficult.
We will devote a future work 31 to discussing improve-
ments of the scattering kernel for the downstream model, the
sensitivity of the decomposition scheme to noise, the accu-
racy of predicting the location of absorbers that are located
off the grid defined by the calibration states, and also an
algorithm to improve the quantitative interpretation of the
weights.
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